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My name is Dallas Erickson and I was born and raised 
in Utah and I currently reside in Eagle Mountain, 
Utah. My wife and I have been married for 9 years 
and we have been blessed with three daughters. My 
profession is in Information Technology (IT) 
managing web content. 
 
Growing up my family raised Dachshunds. Nothing to 
do with hunting but just the meer fact of having a 
family dog. It has been almost three years since I was 
first introduced to the Deutsch-Kurzhaar breed by 
Tyler Smith of Vom Hochland. Watching young pups 
prepare for there derby was fascinating to me. How a 
bloodline can have such natural ability in the field was 
something I wanted to learn more about. I would 
spend a lot of time with trainers and their dogs and 

aside from the outstanding hunting ability that they had these dogs were also very 
kind and loving in the home. Having young children that was important to me, that 
a dog can turn it on in the field and off in the home. I got our male Bodin, of Vom 
Hochland DK or we call him Finn. 
 
I grew up playing a wide variety of sports and 
fishing. I had never been hunting or seen a dog 
hunt my entire youth growing up, so every time 
out with Finn is something new. After I was 
married, I got more introduced to the hunting 
game and started to peak a lot of interest in it. I 
now spend time looking for places to go hunting 
and hiking with my dog all around Utah. I desire 
to continue to learn about the Deutsch-Kurzhaar 
breed and to make new friends. I have enjoyed 
being part of this DKGNA Club and look forward 
many years of experiences and memories. 
 

 

 


